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Even though languages contain thousands of words and phrases, at least you can get started by

memorizing some of these common sentences and expressions. It's a fun, easy travel guide with

simple things people say in everyday situations. You will learn exactly what a German person would

say, so you can be confident that you are being taught correctly. Topics include: Common questions

Conversation related to work, religion, and hobbies All kinds of small talk Explaining personal data

Money matters, the weather, and taking pictures What to say in case of an emergency Asking

directions And much more! So are you looking for a quick, simple, easy-to-use language guide?

Then why not pick up this one and find your way in a foreign country or get some of the basics down

with these short sentences?
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I have always thought that learning a new language can be very hard. But after having this book I

found out that all you need is courage. Courage in finding a great book that will offer you what you

need and courage to do the learning process right away. Learning German is not as easy as we

think, and that is what I like about this book, . I think this did a great job in compiling the commonly

used phrases as well as learning the basics of the language such as pronunciation and grammar.

German is a difficult language, but this book was very well designed and easy to understand. I am

currently attempting to learn to speak German & acquiring this book is a step in the right direction! If

you need to learn specific words, this is the book for you. I find this eBook very educational and the



context of this eBook are simple and easy to understand. I highly recommend this eBook to

everyone who are planning to move, visit or study in Germany.

Just like what the introduction said that some people wanted explanation about grammar and verbs,

other just wanted simple phrases to memorize for when they are on vacation, or simply just

conversation starters or something. This book is perfect for those who want the last. As I have been

trying to digest this book I wanted to let you all know that this book is equipped with most common

phrases that you will need in case you will be traveling in Germany or acquainted to a German,

might be a good surprise that you are able to understand and speak even a little German with them

as I am a very busy person and have a German client. I got this book for a fair price and able to post

this review. So, wie sagt man das auf Deutsch?

A very simple guide to help one learn German phrases easily. Every day sentences translated from

englsh to German which will help any beginner become and expert in no time. Answering the usual

questions in German is a cinch and getti. ng around asking for directions was never easier. I already

know three languages and this book has helped me to study my fourth. Recommended!

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read another language book before this one. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s learning Spanish language

and I found it a very interesting read and so this one as well. For me, learning German language is

more difficult compared to it, but because of this one it makes learning easier and fun. The book is

very detailed that whoever reads it will surely be knowledgeable and will understand everything

completely. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a good book that I can highly recommend to those who wants to know or to

learn German language. This book will be of great help indeed.

With the help of this book you can quickly and easily learn German. The book is the most common

and used phrases. Learning from you will be able to understand and speak German. Still you learn

the basics of the language, pronunciation and grammar. Informative book.

Amazing! This book covers the basics of the language, as well as grammar, and simple

conversations - all of these will be very helpful to me in my future travels in Germany . It is nicely

organized and very helpful. It is well structured and explains language and grammar, but also if you

are looking for learning to speak German in everyday situation, this book will serve you well. I

enjoyed this book and would definitely recommend this to others. Really worth recommending!



As we all know; languages contain thousands of words and phrases that are hard to understand nor

communicate with, at least you can get started by memorizing some of these common sentences

and expressions to start with. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a fun, easy travel guide with simple things people say in

everyday situations so when we get there, on the country that uses German language we can speak

their native language.In weeks of reading this book l learned exactly what a German person would

say, you can learn this as fast as I did and speak a German in no time.
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